568	EPILOGUE
the advanced nations of the West-or the East-have tried to modernize the less
advanced nations of the world	
To repeat, we should be trying to strengthen the educational potential of
the nations of the world so that they can achieve for themselves a unified and
sturdy nationhood, a satisfying modernity, a genuine freedom, and a viable
civilization.4
But that is only half the promise. At one and the same time an internationalized
Western education must be promoting not only national and cultural diversity but also
a loyalty to the welfare of the world itself. Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos posed the
challenge to the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment:
... to devise patterns of collective behavior compatible with the continued
flowering of civilizations.
It is deliberately that, in the last paragraph, we have used the word
civilizations in the plural. Just as individual human beings differ in their life and
aspirations, so do social groups	There are possibilities within the human
environment for many different kinds of surroundings and ways of life	of
developing the distinctive genius of each place, each social group, and each
person-in other words of cultivating individuality.... The emotional attach-
ment to our prized diversity need not interfere with our attempts to develop the
global state of mind which will generate a rational loyalty to the planet as a
whole. As we enter the global phase of human evolution it becomes obvious that
each man has two countries, his own and the planet Earth.5
... From family to clan, from clan to nation, from nation to federation-such
enlargements of allegiance have occurred without wiping out the earlier loves.
Today, in human society, we can perhaps hope to survive in all our prized
diversity provided we can achieve an ultimate loyalty to our single, beautiful,
and vulnerable planet Earth.6
Helping to achieve these dual loyalties is the fundamental role that the education
of the West must now play and the promise it must keep for the future.
4Butts, op. cit, pp. 4445.
5Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos, Only One Earth; the Care and Maintenance of a Small Planet,
Norton, New York, 1972, p. xviii.
6Ibil, p. 220.

